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INTKODU’TION 
Orders in the sense of Dedekind are unital rings o with a finite basis 
6, , 6, ,..., 11, over the rational integer ring Y. 
Commutative orders are: (I) the algebraic integer ring 0,; of any finite 
extension E of the rational number field %, or (2) the order -iy[t] of an 
equation of the form 
with rational integral coefficients a, , uz ,..., a, bvhich is defined as the factor 
ring of the polynomial ring Y[t] in the variable t over Y oxr the ideal 
generated by the polynomialf(f) =- t” ~ a,t”-’ $ ... + (I, ‘I’hc factor ring 
is gcncrated by the residue class E lvhich is represented by t. Nonconlmutative 
orders arc among: (3) the group ring YG of a finite group G over Y, and 
(4) the ring of matrices 0 C~ f of finite dcgrcc f over an order I). 
It is customary to demand that there arc no nonzero nilpotcnt ideals. This 
condition is tantamount to the semisimplicity of the central quotient Iring 
For the examples given abol-e the additional condition implies: for (I), 
no restriction since .d =- Y)ol_ E is a field; for (2) the polynomial .f’(t) is 
separable; for (3), no restriction; and for (4) there is no nonzero nilpotent 
ideal of o. 
Since we shall be concerned with the structure of the unit group C’(O) 
of o in this paper, both from the existential and the constructive points of I iew, 
it will not matter whether ‘-1 is semisimple or not. 
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The hypercomplex system ‘~3 of degree E over 2 is embedded into the 
hypercomplex system /i = 9? 8./R d = 2: r :X/lj over the real number 
field 2. This embedding will serve the purpose of representing (geometrically) 
the elements of A in the n-dimensional Sine Z-space A. 
Noreover, the mapping 
provides the left regular representation of .?i by linear transformations of the 
linear &-space A so that 
P(” + y) : P(x) -(- P(y) 
P(Xs) -~ AP(x) 
P(xy) = P(x) P(y) 
P(l/j) = I, 
The regular norm of A over 2 is defined as the polynomial mapping 
such that 
It defines the algebraic group 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
over :# which is a Lie Group of n - 1 independent real parameters and 
which contains U(o) as a discrete subgroup. This is because by definition the 
restriction of P to the regular representation of o over F corresponds to an 
integral matrix representation via the basis b, ,..., b, so that the element x 
is a unit of o if and only if x c o and A;(X) --:= f 1. Moreover P(o) is a discrete 
subset of the endomorphism ring End, (‘4) of the W-space A equipped with 
the natural topology. 
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11-e shall prove 
'~HEORERI I. There is a closed cocering 2’(o) oj.1, the members qf which are 
permuted regularly upon multiplication by units of 0 on the right such that 
each member of X(O) is stabilized only by the um’t 1 o and that the closed cowering 
X(o) formed by the sets SC’(O) zcith s irz 
(S. l&wing, Ire?, Siegel, Be/w, Bass). 
X(o) is compact in the induced topology. 
This theorem will he shown to be the proper gcncralization of Dirichlet’s 
unit esistence theorem. 
THEORERI 2. If (- is a discrete subgroup of a Lie group zcith finitely many 
convected components such that the right coset space I,/(’ is compact then lT is 
jinitely presentable. 
THEOKEN 3. The unit group qf a Dedekind order is jinitely presentable. 
r~HEOReM 4. 7'he normalizer of a finite subgroup G of the unit group 1 ,‘(o) 
qf a Dedekind order o formed in O’(o) is jinitely presentable. 
i. ORDERS 0~ DIVISIO?; KINC;~ 
In this section lve give the proof of Theorem I under the assumption that o 
has no zero divisors. 
I:or this purpose we let 2’(o) consist of the collection of all subsets of one 
element of L. \Ve have to show that an!; sequence (xj) of elements of L has a 
subsequence (xh ) such that there are units t,, 
(x,!,th ) is converigent. 
of o for which the sequence 
Ix; us apply H. iAIinkowski’s first theorem of the geometry of numbers to 
some convex body C of the n-dimensional affinc g-space iz that is centrally 
symmetric about 0 and that has volume equal to 2” with respect to that volume 
normization which assign unit volume to any Tz-dimensional hypercube 
generated by the basis vectors 6, , 0, ,..., /I,, In consequence of Minkowski’s 
theorem any convex body of this kind contains a non-zero element of o. 
Since for .u of L also the right regular representation sending u of ,‘f on US 
has determinant -- l it follows that it is volume preserving and that Cs is 
again a convex body of volume 2” symmetric about 0. 
Therefore there are non-zero elements a, of II contained in C’s, . 
From the equations 
ajb,. =~ i ~&zj) b, 
p-1 
(tili(aj) t 9; i, k -: 1, 2 ,..., n; j = I, 2 ,...) 
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it follows that the group theoretical index of o over the right ideals a,o satisfies 
the equations 
v : a,o = 1 det([?,(a,), = / det P(uj)l = 1 .\;(a,)~. 
On the other hand there hold equations 
aj -= cp’ij (c, E c; j = 1) 2,...), (II) 
where the absolute norm of c, is bounded because the absolute norm function 
is continuous on the bounded closed subset C of rZ; it has positive maximum 
:11(. according to Weierstrass’ theorem. Hence 
Since o is without zero divisors it follows that :\?(a,) is non-zero. By 
Fermat’s theorem of group theory 
X(czj)V c a,v 
so that ajo is one of the finitely many modules contained in v and containing 
lV(aj)v, a submodule of v of index not larger than [:V]‘“. After suitable 
transition from the sequence (x,) to a subsequence we may assume without 
loss of generality that 
u,v -= a,v (j :- 1,2,...). (12) 
Using Heine-Borel’s theorem we shall find, after another transition to a 
subsequence, that the sequence (c,) will become convergent. 
From (12) w-e infer the existence of units cj of o for which 
a, = a[‘,’ (j = I, 2,...) (13) 
and from (1 I), (13) we infer the relations 
I N(Uj)j = 1 N(a,)l = S(Cj)l 3‘- 0 (j -7 1,2,...). (14) 
Therefore the convergence of (c,) implies the convergence of the inverse 
sequence (~7’). The equations 
x,cj =: CJ’Ul 
establish the desired convergence. Q.E.D. 
If iz is a field then by McLagan-Wedderburn’s structure theorem there 
holds a decomposition 
‘1 
.J == c $g< + $ gqj 
1-l j=l 
of A into the direct sum of r1 minimal id&s .1/1, that arc’ isomorphic to .d and 
of I’.: minimal ideals %: that are isomorphic to the comples number field (6 
s11ch that 
0 1’1 ) 0 I,? . i/ ri I 3, , 
and I, is (topologically) isomorphic to the grOLIN I,* consisting of all diagonal 
matrices 
of 1,” onto the ~-dimensional vector space 3“ over .X is continuous, satisfies 
the logarithmic functional equation 
log(@) -7 log CY. + log p (3, p EL*) 
and has compact kcrncl. ‘I’herefore the restriction of the log mapping to c’(o) 
maps C;(o) on a discrete submodule (lattice) of .i/l’ with kern4 formed by the 
unit roots contain4 in -4, a finite cyclic subgroup. A4 lattice of 9 is known 
to be the same as the additive free abclian group which is generated by a 
certain number p (the dimension of the lattice) of :&?-indepcndcnt r-vectors. 
Here WC have the inequalities 0 p I and the equation p == T occurs if 
and only if the factor space of .dr over the lattice is compact. Dirichlet’s unit 
theorem states that L’(o) is the direct product of a finite cyclic group and of Y 
infinite cyclic groups. ‘I’his is equivalent to the r-dimensionality of the lattice 
log CT(o) or to the compactness of the factor space .~~/log C(o) or to the 
compactness of the factor space IJL~(o) which was asserted by ‘l’hcorcm I. 
Let o a Dedekind order without divisors of zero. Let dT a finitely gencratcd 
o-right module without torsion. ’ ‘Then it follows that -14 .x car IIf .99Al 
is a right representation space of finite .Y?-dimension d over the semi-simple 
.OA-algebra A :- 9 @I 0 = .?40. 
Any convex body C of M that is centrally symmetric about 0 defines a 
corresponding gauge function 
if .y 1 0, 
if X :‘ o and Ax is on the boundary of C, 
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which is characterized by the properties of 
(definiteness): PI is a non-negative real number that vanishes 
if and only if x is zero, (I 5a) 
(triangle inequality): ?1I(s 1~ 3)) :,. liz(.x) im 1’2(y), (151~) 
(homogeneity): m(hs) ~~ x m(s) (s, y E M; h E 2). ( 1%) 
‘I’lrc real valued function 172 is continuous on :\I. For an)’ element 01 of L1 
there is defined the Banach norm a(~%) ~ iL,,,(ol) ma+, r12\f (~z(~2.v) ‘M(.Y)) 
lvith the properties of 
(definiteness): +(cY) is non-negative; it is zero itf o( is zero, 
(triangle inequality): +(CX j /3) ~$(a) !- +(p), 
(Kuerszak inequality): +(0$3) :. i d(y) +(/3), 
m(xa) -2: q!(u) m(.x), 
(homogeneity): +(A) z h ~; (a, /3 if A; ,v, y t -17; X E .a) 
from which it follows that 
( 16a) 
(161~) 
(16c) 
( I id) 
c&ha) c#(xX) = 1 x 1 $(a) (A t 9, a E -4). (16~) 
\Ve are going to generalize the second fundamental theorem of the geometry 
of numhcrs. 
I;or this purpose let 
/g ~-4!(g),O -:z& 
be the central quotient ring of o, a division ring of finite dimension II over 2, 
let .f be the dimension of the A4-right module 
over A so that 
and let T(:lZ, o) bc the set of all f-tuples of elements of 31 that are right 
linearlv independent over rZ. We order them by means of the relation 
(% 9 u, ,...) Uf) <,,, (El ) z’., )...) Uf) 
if there is an index j for which 
1 < j “1 f, 
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This order relation has the properties oi 
(trichotomy): for any two ,f‘-tuples (ul , u2 ,..., U,), 
(Cl ) 7’:! )..., T,) thcrc holds one and onI\ one of the three statements: 
(17a) 
(Zll ,..., ZLf) . /,, (7; ,..., Z~,). 
CC 1 ,..., 4 -..iil (1~ ,... , 4 
m(u,) :x nl(ui) (1 I=; i <f); 
(transitivity): for any three,/-tuples (uI ,..., u,), 
(Cl )...’ Tf), (w, ,...) We) of Y(;\f, ~1) the two inequalities (u, , 
(z.~ ,..., ~1~) ‘.I,,! (2~~ ,..., PC~) imply that 
( u1 )...) Uf) <: ),! (x1 (..., q), 
(discreteness): for any two.f-tuples (u, ,..., u,), (p., 
of .Y(11/, 0) satisfying the condition 
(u, >‘.‘, u,) ,,I (.q >.‘., z.f) 
which is to say that eithc1 
(u 1 ,...1 Uf) .L)), (77, )..., “If) 
or that 
+4) ?/2(2’,) (l,‘i ,I) 
. . . . 
,.. 
%I < 
, “1, 1 
(17b) 
(F1 ,..., .Zl), 
(17c) 
thcrc is only a finite number off-tuples (zcl ,..., wj) of Y(,U, 0) satisf!-ing 
the relation 
(?A1 ,...) I$) /,j (q ,..., EC,) ,,l (Cl ,...) 7Jj); 
(existence of a minimum): there is an element (ujo ,..., Us,,) ( I 7d) 
of Y(AIII, o) \vhich is not nz-greater than any other element of Y(AII, 0); in 
other w?-ords we have the relation 
for all members (ul ,..., U,) of Y(~l;lr, 0). 
Kate that 
nz(ui()) : ‘. nz(u~,.*,()) (1 ’ _ i .:.f) (17e) 
because otherwise the interchange of uio and of u,,~,,, would result in an f-tuple 
of LYP(~I~J, o) that is nz-smaller than (ul,, ,..., Us,,). If (u, ,..., u,) is a member of 
~F’(~ll, ~1) and if 
m(u,) : 4% 1) (I > i <.f) (17f) 
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then 
+I,()) CT n+,) (1 < i .<f). (17g) 
Proof. If this would be false then there would be a minimalf-tuple among 
thef-tuplcs of Z(M, o) satisfying (17f), but not (I 7g). Let that be (uI ,..., ~1~). 
‘I’herc is an index j such that I :<j 2: f und uj,, + uj , but u,,, = U, if 
1 : .: i --: j. Let j as large as possible. 
There is an index k such that j :< 12 :<-f, and furthermore 
(u 1 f...j 21/,-l 7 Uj() y U/,.+1 I..-) Uf) E 9(ilz, 0). 
Because of the m-minimality of (uIn ,..., z+,J we have the inequality 
m(u,,,) .., I~z(u~). Because of (17f) we have the inequality VZ(U~) < VZ(U,,.). Both 
inequalities together result in the inequality m(u,,,) << WZ(U,,). 
The .f-tuple (Us’,..., u,‘) of 2’(~2I, O) for which 
21,’ = Uf,, (1 :< i <j), 
Ui’ = ZljMl (j < i < k), 
u;’ = Uf (k < i <.f) 
would satisfy the conditions 
a contradiction. 
m(u,‘) -<, m(u:,,) (1 -(, i <.f), 
(Ul’,..., q’) 5, (q ,..., up), (‘7h) 
40 XT ui (1 ::: i ::' j), 
Replacing D by 3 we obtain an nz-ordering of the set 9(X, 9) of all 
ordered d-tuples of elements of M forming a 2-basis of dAV. Among the 
d-tuples of Z’(M, 2) there is one, say (z.],, ,..., zjdo) that is not m-greater than 
any other. 
For any d-tuple (ul ,..., Q) of .Y(M, 3) there is a permutation n of 1, Z,..., d 
such that ~n(u,(,)) < rn(~,(~+~,) (1 -< i < n). B ecause of the minimal property 
of (T,,, ,...) alto) xv-e have the inequalities w(7’,,,) “‘(7q;,) (1 : _ i _ cl). Hence 
there holds the inequality 
for any d-tuple (ul ,..., u,,) of Y(.l/, 9). 
Among the n elements zli,, thcrc are f elements ‘z(!,(,),, ,..., 7’,,(f)o such tilat 
1 ~~~~ x(l) -.: ,g(2) . . . ... y(f) i/, 
l-1 
i- 1 
7’Y(i)O c; c 2.!,,,>)WJ 
i. 1 
Hence 
( “,,(I),, ,..., V,(,),J i- Jq’(:lI, C). 
If thcf-tuple thus obtained would lx w-greater than (I+,, ,.,., u,,,) then there 
would be an index j for which I j ,f, m(v,,(,)J =- m(ui,,) if 1 i j, 
WZ(Z,,(,),,) ‘,’ VZ(U,~). It xvould follow that either for some index i satisfying 
1 i --: j WC would have u,” $ ~~~~ 7:,,(,,L4 and thus there would he a rl-tuple 
of the form (cl,) ,..., T!,(,-~) , u,,, ,...) in .Y’(!ll, 2) xvhich is impossible or XVL’ 
have u,,, E z;,:; zl,,(,,),,.4 (I i ’ ;). ‘I‘hercforc C;:; r,,(,,,,,A C;, -; zr,,,,-.I and 
in this case w’c‘ would find a n’-tuple (T,,, ,..., z,,o+ ,)(, , u,,, ,...) in Y(.ll, 3‘) 
smaller than (,z ,,, ,..., LS ,,,,) which is also impossible. It follows that 
4b(,) = 47’,(,,,,) (1 i .f), 
m(7!,(,),,)“‘“‘- ,‘(I) ..’ 7/7(“g(:),r)f’~“‘f’ ‘. 
llsing the inequalities 
g(k) ‘ (Ii - I)12 + I (I . k ‘, f) 
which arc implied by the construction of ,y( I),..., g(f) it follows that 
Adopting some volume normization on the ./H-space ;?I x~e denote 1,~ I-(C) 
the tl-dimensional volume of the gauge hodp C of 771. 
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Let b, ,..., b,x a %-basis of M. It is uniquely determined up to unimodular 
transformations. Therefore the volume of the fundamental parallelotope 
is a positive number depending on 111 only. It is called the mesh of 111. 
\Ve denote the mesh of dl by ~ JI 1. 
According to the second fundamental inequality of the geometry of 
numbers (s. Minkowski 191 I S. 192, or Bambah et al. 1964) we have 
! N ,; 2-‘lV(C) 11 l?Z(Zi”). 
L-=1 
We infer from (171) and from (17k) the inequality 
(171) 
which is the desired generalization of the second fundamental inequality 
of the geometry of numbers. 
U’e realize that $ = & is a gauge function on il for which there is defined 
an ordering relation on the set T(D, 3) of all n-tuples (01~ ,..., CC,) of D 
satisfying the condition that A = ?E = cy=, &x, . Among the elements of 
g(U, 2’) there is one, say (o(ia ,..., cy n0) which is not $-greater than any other. 
Hence the inequality 
for any- element (cyr ,..., IX,) of Z(E), 2). 
1Ve note that because of the absence of divisors of zero from D for any 
non-zero element 01 of CI and for any element (01~ ,..., 01,) both n-tuplcs 
( a!+ ,...) cm,), (01p ,...) a,a) belong to Z(c), 55”). Hence 
On the other hand we have the inequalities $(OICQ,) < 4(a) 4(ai0) for i = I,..., n 
which imply the inequality JJ:,“=,+(Q) -(, (4(m))” ~&~(cY~,,) so that (b(a) is 
not smaller than 1 for any non zero clement Q: of D. Since 4( 1 c) = 1 it follows 
that +(QJ = 1. As a matter of fact we may substitute lD for at least one of 
481/20/z-12 
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the 01,~ and retain the minimality of the n-tuple. Without loss of generality 
we mav assume that 
Let us denote 1,~. y m=- Y,,( the maximum mesh of a 2’-module of M that is 
generated by n elements of m-gauge 1. It follows that for an)- d elements 
ZQ )..., u,[ of 111 wc have the inequality 
For any-felements 21i ,..., uf of !lI we have the inequality 
Since the index of M -==: Ci.~., Cs_, Yu~,., in 111 is equal to the quotient 
of the mesh of Af’ and the mesh of :11 and since Al contains the module 
‘&=, ~~53 which in turn contains M’ it follows that 
Application will be made to the D-right module 
of allf-rows over 0. Here we have 
\Vith any element X = (E,J of ZPf we associate the D-right module YV(~Y) 
that is generated by thef columns C,(X), C,(X),..., C,(X) of the matrix 
x = (C,(X), G(X),..., G(W). 
Its mesh is equal to the absolute value of the regular norm of X: 
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where the volume normization is determined by setting 
Let ; JZ(S)i > 0. There are f elements uIX , uzX ,..., ufx of .11(S) such that 
(2Oc) 
Since the left regular representation of D3fXf is the sum off times the natural 
representation it follows that the index of the left ideal U(X) CW in 0fX’ is 
qua1 to thef-th power of the absolute value of the determinant of P(Q): 
j XYxf : U(X) D3fxf)l = 1 det P(qtC)jf << ~~ 2"f fi +(~+,)f~. (2Od) 
7,-l 
Since the index of the left ideal U(X) 0 fxf in Dfxf is bounded it follows 
from Fermat’s theorem of group theory that there are only a finite number of 
distinct ones among them, say the 7 left ideals 
For each S of L satisfying the conditions 
for some index ;(x) satisfying 
(2W 
Pe) 
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and the conditions 
m(u,,y) ~~~~ RZ(z+) (1 i...f) 
we form the closed subsets 
of L where I,7 is the closed 
with positive coefficients: 
1. i(&l_i) ~ 0 
1 
(20f) 
subgroup of I, formed by the diagonal matrices 
and where t may be an)- unit of 3 ( fk’. Let C (C/x’) the coliection of all 
closed subsets XCV,(,J I ‘W&C as defined ahovc. 
For any unit 7 of Dfw’ we have 
(sl~~,,y) 1 W&)E)S ~Yrr;,,) I -lv~;)(Es) 
with unit t6 of Dfi. 
If 
z\-Tr’, (a) I W~&)ES --= A-lr’j(,) l~w~:)E 
then there holds an equation 
for some clement 
Hence for the regular representation P” oE ofrf over 9: 
P”( Iv,-(;) 6’ W,(,) --~ P*(y). 
Since the matrix on the left is rational it follows that all E, are psitivc rational 
numbers. They are the characteristic roots of the rational integral matrix 
P*(S’). Hence the ei’s are algebraic integers. They arc 1. 
This means that the equation 
aYw;.(,u) i:Wz&)ES = XPr’~(,) rw~&)E 
implies 6 = 1. 
For any element 1’ of L let 
an element of I’. 
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Hence C (o’xj) is a closed covering of L with regular right action of L;(o’~‘). 
In o&r to show the compactness of the closed covering C (u’s/) we have 
to show that for anv sequence 
of elements of L for which 
x;, E I,, 
?II(Zl$g = 1 (I :-I i <f) 
V&E v 
‘h E U( 0f”f) 
(21) 
there is a convergent subsequence of (X,). But that is a consequence of (21) 
and the Heine-Bore1 theorem. 
3. THE GENERAL CASE 
A Dedekind order o generates the unital hypercomplrs system 
over 9. Of course there may be other orders contained in A which also 
generate il over 2. Any order of this kind we shall call a (Dedekind) order ofA. 
Among the orders contained in A they are characterized by the maximality 
of their %-rank, which is equal to the ?&dimension n of A. \Ve shall show 
that Theorem 1 is true for all orders of J if it is proven for at least one order 
of A. 
Firstly we note that the Lie group L defined in the introduction depends 
only on A. Having succeeded in finding a closed covering C (0) of I, for one 
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order o of ,-1 such that Theorem 1 is satisfied we shall construct C (o) in the 
same capacity for any other order 0’ of A-1. 
The intersection of o and o’ also is an order of d and the index A\- of o over 
o n o’ finite, and the index of o’ over o n o’ also is finite. 
The application of a unit E of II to the module n n o’ of finite index in o 
produces submodules (o A o’)t and c(o n 0’) of the same index -\- in o. L(y 
Fermat’s theorem of group theory all submodules of o of index .I- contain 
the submodule L\Yn of o of index X71 in n. Hence there arc only finitely many 
submodules of n of index ;V. ‘l-he mapping of a submodule p of o of index N 
on the submodule CO of index N is a permutation r(t) of the finite set .S,Y(o) 
of all submodules of index AV. 
The property 
T(EE’) n(t) Tr(<‘) (E, 6’ E L7(o)) 
that is characteristic for a permutation representation of L’(o) on S,V(o) is 
implied by the associativity of o. The stabilizer of any member S of sN(o) 
is defined as the subset of all elements t of c’(o) for which EX = AXe. It is a 
subgroup of C(O) of finite index equal to the number of members of S,(o) 
in the orbit of S: 
U(o)X = (a-(< t U(o)}. 
The stabilizer of o n o’ is just the unit group of o n 0’. 
Similarly WC show that the index U(o’) : c’(o n 0’) is finite. 
Suppose there is the closed covering C (0) of L(o) in accordance with 
Theorem 1 already. 
Let us deal firstly with the case that o’ is contained in o. In that case there 
holds a finite coset decomposition 
v(o):c(o’) 
U(0) = u Ei U(o’), 
i-l 
furthermore C (0) is the union of subsets of L of the form 
SE(C t U(0’)) 
when S ranges over a collection C’ (0) of closed subsets of I,. Let 
It follows that 
X(0’) = ).% 1 S’ E c’ (o’), E E U(o’)( 
is the desired closed covering of L(o’). 
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Secondly we deal with the case, that o is contained in 0’. In that case there 
holds a finite coset decomposition 
We set 
c(o’):r:Co) 
U(0’) = u tJ,-(o). 
i-1 
X(0’) = )sc j s E 1’ (o), E E L-(0)( 
and verify- the conditions of Theorem 1 for the closed covering C (0’) of 1,. 
Let us note that of course the argument implying the rationality and algebraic 
integralitr of certain positive numbers remains in force after extension to 
P(0’). 
The general case follows by application of the first and the second 
construction. 
It remains to show for each unital hy-percomplex system rZ cover % that 
there is one order of 4 which satisfies Theorem 1. 
Suppose &3 is the direct sum of two non zero ideals 14, , =I, and WC have 
found alrcadv order oi of ,.Ii satisfying Theorem 1. In that case one sees at 
once that 
is an order of ;2, 
0 = 01 + 0, 
1, = L(0) = (x1 + x2 / x”i EL(OJ (i = 1, 2)) zL(0,) @L(o,). 
\Vc set 
c (0) = 11% + x2} / xi E si E c (Oi) (i = I) 2);. 
Application is made to the case that the unital hypercomplex system A 
cover 2 is semi-simple. According to the structure theorem of McLagan- 
Weddcrburn A is the direct sum of its minimal non zero ideals Ai which are 
rings of matrices of finite degree fi over a division ring Di of finite dimension 
over 3? (1 < i < s). 
Picking some order oi of Di is not difficult at all, e.g. for any 2 basis 
bi, ,..., bin of Di the set 
XED~&X~~~E 2 Tbiklj= l,2,...,nia i 
6-l \ 
is an order of Di . According to the result of $2 there is some closed covering 
c (lyi) of qoyq . m accordance with Theorem 1. 
By what we have shown above the closed covering 
meets the test of Theorem 1. 
Finally w-e must deal with the case that the unital hypcrcompleu system ;f 
over 22 is not semi-simple. 
The intersection of the maximal ideals of iz is a nilpotcnt ideal K, the 
radical of -4. According to assumption R is non zero, but the factoring A/R is 
semi-simple. According to a theorem of L. E. Dickson there is a semi-simple 
subring R such that 
1. I,rEB. 
2. 9B ::: B. 
3. .-I = B + R. 
There is an order or of B. 
Furthermore, there is a finite set S of generators of the ring R OIXT 2 
(e.g. a 2-basis of R) and there holds an equation 
R* ~~ 0. 
Therefore u-e have the symbolic relation 
which means to say that every element of R is a linear combination of elements 
of the form s ‘r, s2 ,..., .v; (s, t s; 1 :.‘. j ’ 1 i; 1 ::. i < p). A fortiori 
R :- do, 
where o, is the module generated by the elements of (o,So,)j (1 “, j < p). 
Since o,(o,So,) = (orSo,) 0, := o,So, it follows that 0102 == 0201 == o, The 
module generated by orSo, has a finite T-basis S, . It follows that o2 is the 
module generated by the finitely many elements of S, , Si2,..., Y-‘. By 
construction o2 is closed under multiplication by itself as well as by oi on 
either side. 
Hence the direct sum 
is an order of A. 
Setting 
0 = 0, I 0.j 
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WC obtain the presentation 
of ,-1 as the direct sum of a semi-simple 95subalgebra B and the nilpotent 
ideal R (radical of -4). An element E of il IS in L(o) if and only if it is of the 
form 
with or in L(o,) and cz in R. 
It follows that 
L(o) = 4%) -G(o) 
when 
and 
-qo,) “L”(O) = 1, 
J&(O) is a closed normal subgroup of L(o). 
As a matter of fact the group LO(o) is nilpotent because the commutator of 
an clement 1 + ~a with ey in R, and an clement I + Ed’ with Q’ in i? is of 
the form 1 + C; with l ; in Rz+l so that 
(Jqo), &) = J&(o)) CI {I + E2 I Eq E 3’) 
&(L2(o)) = 1. 
Interpreting L(o) as a topological space we find it to be homcomorphic to 
the cartesian product of the two topological spaces&(o), L,(o) with projection 
- 
operatmn ur , ii2 such that for E of L(o) we have 
Ti(o) E;~o~~~~ ;‘” 1, 2). 
Similarly the unit group of o is of the form 
U(0) = U(o,)(l + 02) 
where 
is a nilpotent normal subgroup of U(o) and where 
U(0,) n (1 + 0,) = 1. 
The submodule o2 of R is discrete with compact factorspace. Hence the 
subgroup 1 + o2 of I&(o) is discrete with compact right coset space. 
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\f’c havrc seen already that there is a closed covering C (oi) of L(o,) in 
accordance with Theorem I. 
It follows that 
2 (0) .-: ;sL,(o) !s E c (ol)[ 
is a closed covering of I,(o) with the desired properties. Q.15 D. 
4. FISITE PIIESENTAUIL.ITY OF DISCRETE SUBGRCX-PS OF LIE GROVIJS 
ITITII COMPACT FACTOR SPACE 
Proqf of Theorenz 2. Firstly, let us assume that L is a connected linear 
Lie group of degree .f over W. 
Using some Minkowski gauge m -=- mC on the linear .3-space .3/x’ of 
dimension f” we introduce the corresponding LIinkowski distance d rf,- 
by setting c!(x~) = m(y ~ .v)(Y, JJ t 9/x’) and we define the Dirichlet-\70ronoi 
region of I,, as the subset 
@l,, > u) ~- {,x .I’ GL pi Vu(u E- CI 1- M(x, 1 J ..g m(ux, 1 J)]. 
In this way I; turns out to be the union of the I/-translates 
D(c, U) D( 1 i, , 1:‘)v (72 E U) 
and the intersection of any two distinct L:-translates contains no subsets of L 
that are open relative to L. 
Because of the compactness of L/ii it follows that there are only finitely 
many elements u, + 1 of lf, say zlt , 2~~ ,..., 74,< , for which there exists an 
element ~~~ of L)(I G’, 0’) such that WZ(X, , lo) 2 m(xiui , I,,). 
Hence 
Since L ‘is the non overlapping union of the D(v, U) (V E C) it follows that 
the finitely many elements ui , u2 ,..., u, generate the discrete subgroup U. 
We note that for fixed n of C only the regions D(v, U), n(-;u,, U) 
(1 < i < s) have non empty intersection with D(v, U). Therefore we call z’ui 
a neighbor of v (1 :<< i < s). 
We note that the set (ul ,..., u,?} is closed with respect to taking inverses so 
that the neighbor relation is symmetric. Hence we can and will number the Us 
so s is cvTen and that u;i == usflei (1 CT i :< s), allowing for repetition of 
such ZQ’S which are equal to their inverse. In order to show the finite presen- 
tability of U we utilize a Minkowski distance m with algebraically triangulable 
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gauge body. Here we define a topological h-simplex of the 92 to be algebraic 
if it can be defined as the solution set of d - Is algebraic equations 
and of Ir -I 1 algebraic inequalities 
Pj(X) :-‘ 0 (d-k <j:.<d-b 1) 
(Pj(fl >‘..f trl) E 9[t, ,..., t,,]; t, polynomial variables). 
A topological triangulation is called algebraic if all its simplexes are algebraic. 
Examples of algebraically triangulable gauge bodies of the gd are the convex 
d-dimensional polytopes that are centrally symmetric about 0 (e.g., any 
d-dimensional hypercube with 0 as center) or any d-dimensional ellipsoid 
with 0 as center. Any subset of LRd that is closed in the Zariski topology has 
an algebraic topological triangulation. 
If there are finitely many subsets Xi of Bd with given algebraic topological 
triangulations 7i then there are algebraic refinements TV’ of ri (i = 1, 2,..., Y) 
such that the topological simplices in common to rel , TLY2 Y Tas provide an 
algebraic topological triangulation of the intersection xE1 n x n ... n x, 
(1 -< s 5: r; 1 .< CX1 < oc2 < “’ < oL,s < Y). We call the tzangulationi 
rr’, TV’,..., T?’ compatible. 
Furthermore we make the restriction that L is a connected algebraic linear 
group consisting only of linear transformations of degree f over 93? and 
determinant 1. 
It follows that L is closed in the Zariski topology. We shall find an algebraic 
topological triangulation or of D(1, U). Since D( 1, U) is bounded closed, 
it follows that 71 consists of finitely many algebraic topological simplexes. 
Furthermore, for ‘L’ of G the application of ZJ to the members of D(1, U) 
provides an algebraic topological triangulation 7. of D(v, U). After suitable 
refinement we may assume without loss of generality that any finite number 
of the T,‘S are compatible. Now the union of all T?‘S provides an algebraic 
topological triangulation of L. 
With any member t of TV we associate the ordered pair (t, ZJ). We say that 
the ordered pairs (ti , ‘ui), (t2 , ZLJ are neighbors if 
I. f, -= t, and ZJ~ , o2 are neighbors, 
or if 
II. t, is a boundary simplex of t, and z+ = u2 , 
or if 
III. t, is a boundary simplex of t, and vi = au2 . 
Now we shall utilize the connectedness (meaning arcwisc connectedness) of 
the Lie group L. Any path on L leading from a point p, of D(vr , U) to a 
point p, of D(z2 , U) can be broken up into finitely many subpaths plOpll , 
Plllb >“‘> PL-Ar (PO -y= Pl 7 PI,. =z PC) such that the path p, ,(-r pIi belongs 
entirely to a member fi of T1, (1 ’ i y) and that the ordered pairs (fi-rvl-r), 
(t, > vi) arc neighbors (I ‘.I > ‘. y). It follows that 
where 
and where 
Furthermore 
z’ , L TPh(lPh(23 ... 24hb) . 
IVe call the sequence (to , uhcO)), (I, , ui,(r,) ,..., (t, , I/,,(,.)) an Ov-patli of length y. 
Let .F be the free group in the gcncrators !ir , U, ,..., U, and set 
be the epimorphism of .F on I,” mapping 24, on zli (0 i ' s). 
We associate with the CT-path 7~ given above the element 
Q(T) = UI,(o,UJ,(l) ‘.. ZC,,(,) of 3. 
%‘e call n a U-path if c!,, v,. . WC obscrvc that in this cast 0(:X’) belongs 
to the kernel of F, in other words O( 7~ is one of the relation elements of G. ) 
Since the triangulation of D(1, t’) is fi ‘t -m e, it follows that there are only 
finitely many (connected) components of I>( 1, CT) say Dil( I, I:) (1 .: !1 : : c). 
Let Pth be some point of D,,(l, C’), say 1 r, E IJ),(I, I’). Since L is connected it 
follows that there are c paths niTh from 1 r. to P,, (1 ’ h .: c) corresponding 
to closed U-paths with associated words 0(~,,) in ker q. 
The associated element inf is 1 in case the given path belongs entirely to 
one component of one of the D(z, C). 
The associated element in f dots not change if pieces of the path arc 
deformed inside one of the simplcxes or if it is subdivided or if a piece of the 
path belongs to two simplexes of a D(n, I:) and one switches from one to the 
other. 
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‘I’he fundamental group of L, according to a Theorem of Schreier 1926, is 
isomorphic to a discrete subgroup in the center of the covering group, hence 
it is finitely generated. Let 7~~” (V = 1, 2,..., CX) be the generating closed paths 
(up to homotopy) from I,( to I 1c and let 8(rlV) the corresponding associated 
elements (each for a particular partition of z-l” in subpaths.) 
If Z’/,!l)“h(?) ‘.. z?,,c~, is an arbitrary element of ker ‘p then let 
S/,(r) E Zhdl I( 9 4 n ~~dhdd(l 1L , 4 
.~Id-l) E ~~d&-dL t 4 n 2~1~(r-1)~~k(r)~I,.(~-1)(l,, , 4 
and let us piece together a closed path from TV, , ~,(,.)n;;~:,, , 
with associated word equal to E,/,(,)zT,,(?) ‘.’ z/,,(~) modulo the normal subgroup 
of 3 generated by the 6’(,,~). 
IIcncc the normal subgroup of .F generated by the associated elements of 
the closed u-paths is ker cp. 
On the other hand every path from some vertex PO of I)(1 ic , U) can be 
deformed without changing the associated element into a path proceeding 
entirely along 1 -simplexes. 
1\Te note that the elements corresponding to closed paths inside D( l:( , U) 
can be generated multiplicatively from finitely many of them, say R, ,..., R, . 
Also, because of the simple connectivity of simplices it follows that the 
fundamental group of the union of the I-simplices of T(L) rcpresente iso- 
morphicallp the fundamental group of I,. 
It follows by a simple argument (basically due to Frickc-Klein) that kcr ‘p 
is the normal subgroup of .F generated by 
Thus U = F/ker F is finitely presented. 
Secondly, let us assume that L is a connected Lit group. According to a 
theorem of Schreier 1926 there is a locally homeomorphic epimorphism 
t : L’ --t L of a simply connected Lie group L* on L the kernel of which is a 
discrete subgroup of the center. By standard structure theorem on Lie groups 
the center of L* has only finitely many connected components. Each discrete 
subgrollp of the center of L* is finitely presentable. 
It follows by a simple group theoretic argument that U is finitely presentable 
if and only if the inverse image EC~CT is finitely presentable. We observe that 
t m1 II is discrete with compact factor space. 
Thirdly, let L a simply connected Lie group. By a theorem of Ado there is a 
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locally homomorphic continuous representation 3 of L of finite degree f 
over .4. Replacing d by D -I n + we map assume without loss of generality 
that the determinant of d is 1. The kernel of d, according to S&r&r 1926, 
is a discrete subgroup of the center ofL. It follows by the same group thcorctic 
argument mentioned above that C: is finitely presentable if and only 3C is 
finitely presentable. \\T:e observe that il I,; is a discrete subgroup of the con- 
nected linear Lie group 31, with compact factor space over 3 I,‘. 
Hence d L.: is finitely presentable as was shown above. 
Therefore 1)’ is finitely presentable. Finally, let L a Lit group with finitely 
many connected components and letL, the (connected) component of identity. 
It follows that 1: n L, is a discrete subgroup of Lr with compact factor space 
such that the index of C’ over 1: n L1 is finite. 
It was shown already that CT n L, is finitcl!; presentable, hence L is finitely 
presentable. Y.E.D. 
5. FINITE E’RESENTABILITY OF TIIE I-NIT GROUP OF AS ORDER 
In this section we are going to prove Theorem 3 stating that the unit group 
of the (Dedekind) order o is generated by a finite number of generators with 
a finite number of defining relations. \\‘e showed in 92 that for any order or 
of A, the indices U(o) : U(o n o,), C7(01) : U(o CT ol) are finite. From 
Schreier 1926, it follows that the finite presentability of U(o) implies the 
finite presentability of U(o,). If o has no divisors of zero, then Theorem 3 
follows from Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. 
If o has divisors of zero, then without loss of generality, we may assume 
that after a choice of a hlinkowski distance d of 2 with algebraically trian- 
gulable gauge body, there is a closed covering z (0) of the Lie group L L(o) 
by simply connected subsets of L with the properties stated in Theorem 1. 
Let L,(o) be the lA-connected component of L and let U,(o) the intersection 
ofL,(o) and U(o). ThenL,(o) is a connected Lie group and a normal subgroup 
ofL(o) of finite index. Also Ul(o) is a normal subgroup of U(o) of finite index. 
We define the domain of action of the identity element of Cl(o) as the 
subset: 
q10 9 Lqo)) = )s / XEL1(0)di s E s E 2 (0) St vy by y t L,(o) 
&EE U,(o)EyESE =i d(l” ,x) ::; d(lo ,y))) 
According to Theorem 1, the subset D( I O , U,(o)) is a compact subset of 
L, . Let us call an element E of U,(O) a neighbor of 1, if there is an element x 
of D( 1 o , Ur(o)), such that d( I O , X) == d( 1 O , XC-~) . 
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It follows, as in the proof of Theorem 2, that there are only finitely many 
neighbors of 1 u , say or , E., ,..., Ed, that there is the closed covering of L, by 
the right translates D(E, Cl(o)) I:: D(1, , ZrI(o)) c-l under the elements E of 
U,(o), that this covering is non-overlapping so that the intersection of two 
distinct translates contains no open s&set of L, that the translates of 
D(1 D , Z ‘r(o)) are algebraically triangulable, that the neighbors <I , Ep . . . . . El 
generate Z’r(o) and that there are finitely many relations (viz. the “edge 
circuit relations,” the relations pertaining to the distinct connected com- 
ponents of D( 1, , Z’r(o)), the relations derived from the finitely many 
defining relations of the fundamental group of L,(o) between or ,..., et of 
which any- other relation is a consequence r&ion. Of course the simple 
connectivity of the numbers of C (0) is used decisively for the purpose of 
retracting the closed paths on I,, to the compact subsets I)(,, Z’,(o)). Since 
Z.:,(o) is tinitely presentable and has finite index in U(o), it follows that Z:(o) 
is finitely presentable. 
24s the reader will see by- a close scrutiny of the proof of Theorem 2 and its 
application to proving Theorem 3, the method for obtaining a finite set of 
generators of Z:(o) and the defining relations between them is &ectivel! 
computable. However, the little experience one has made with such compu- 
tations generally shows that the number of generators and the defining 
relations between them will turn out to be escessively large. A skillful choice 
of the Alinkowski distance cI, which is employed for the construction of t’he 
unit generators, certainly will help to reduce the amount of computation. 
Yet the fact that d is defined on .q but not on L (or, better, on L,) where it 
really is needed makes the method inferior to comparable methods operating 
with an intrinsic metrization of L, . That this can be done follows from the 
following 
LEMhIA. Let L be a connected Lie group. There is a linear Lie algebra I(L) 
(the injinitesimal ring of L) of jinite degree f over 52 containing two open neigh- 
hourhoods ,V 1 , N2 of zero such that the exponential mapping restricts to a 
bicontinuous mapping on each of them and that, moreover exp(?\;l) exp(N,) is 
contained in exp(N,). Furthermore there is a homeomorphism h of exp(lVJ in L 
fey which h(xy) = h(x) h(y) ;f both x, y belong to exp(N) and L is generated by 
the neighborhood h(exp N,) of identity. For each Minkowski distance d on I(L) 
there is a corresponding invariant metrication ;E on L which is dejined by setting 
(a) a(1, , X) == glb(C~=, d(0, xi) j X = X,X, ... X, & Xi = h(exp(s,)) 
&r.~N&l <i<s&ssE&s>O) 
(b) d( P, X) = a( I 1. , XF) (X&L). 
Taking the Lemma for granted we replace the Minkowski distance d used 
in 2 and the first part of this section by the intrinsic metrization d of L the 
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l-component of the Liegroup under consideration which is defined in the 
I,emma. 
For the construction of d it is advisable to operate n-ith AIinko\\ski 
distances tl of I(L) with algebraically triangulable gauge body. Again by the 
Fricke-Klein method the finite presentability of U,(L) will be obtained. 
E.g. if A is a totally real extension of 3 then I(&) is a linear abelian I,ic algebra 
spanned bl- the “logarithmic images” log 71, (i I, 2,..., I-) of the funda- 
mental units 77, , 71~ ,..., 7, , where the mapping 
log : I,, --r I@,) 
is a continuous mapping satisfying the logarithmic functional equation 
log(?$) -: log 7 + log ?$ 
with a finite, effectively computable kernel. Uq- choosing the Alinkowski 
distance d of I(&‘) which is given by 
we assure the formation of a domain of action with only 2r irrcdundant 
neighbor domains, i.e. for the construction of the domain of action of I U,(O) 
the inequalities pertaining to the 2r neighbors 71:’ (1 -; i bS’ Y) imply the 
inequalities pertaining to all other neighbors. Consequently \ve succeed 
actually in picking up the minimum number 1’ of generators. The edge 
circuit relations all turn out to be of the trivial kind modulo the kern4 of log. 
Of course, it would bc pretty difficult to hit at the right choice of d without 
having a good deal of information on a set of fundamental units already. 
However, this approach gives the numerical analyst optimal rewards for a 
good “sense of smell.” 
Proof qf the Lemma. The Theorem of Ado and the J. 1.. Neumann 
construction of I(L) take care of everything but showing that c/(1. , -Y) is 
zero only if X = 1, . 
Let X be an element of L for which d( lL. , X-) is zero. This means that for 
every natural number n there are elements Xni of L (i =: 1, 2,..., s(n); ~(11) 
being some natural number depending on n) for which X S711Ae,Lz ... S,,,,(,‘, 
and S,,, I= h(exp(xTti)) (“w,,[ in I(L) for i 2 1, Z,..., s(n)) and 
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There is a natural number rzO such that all elements s of I(L) satisfying 
tl(.~, 0) C. I ;H,, hclong to X and that 
ri(log(erp(“T) exp(J)), 0) 5: d(x, 0) + d( J’, 0) -!+ ti(s, 0) Li( J’, 0) 
if Ll(S, 0) C li?Zo, (i(F, 0) < I,‘720 as follows from the Hausdortf-Ilaker 
formula. Applying mathematical induction we obtain the inequality- 
t/(log(exp(.x) ... erp(.Y,<)), 0) ~ i d(x; , 0) 
,Gl 
If I1 1 2~4, then 
tl(log 12 i(S), 0) = d(log(exp(s,,) ... exp(s,,;)), 0) 
hcncc 
d(log 11-y-Y), 0) 0, s 1 1 I. 
6. APPLICA.~IONS TO FINITE INTEGRAL GROUPS 
Suppose a finite generator set {xl ,..., s,} of the centralizer of G in C:(o) 
is given. M’e construct a finite generator set of the normalizer of G in I’(o) 
as follows: Firstly we seek out a coset representation set (I, := 01~ , aB ,..., CXJ 
of the automorphism group of G modulo the inner automorphism group so 
that 
Art(G) : Inn(G) = 1, 
Aut(G) = u ai Inn(G). 
i~~l 
Secondly we test the arithmetical equivalcnccs 
A”t 7:” (i = I, 2,..., t) 
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for the integral representations 
A”(g) == A(X;(R)) 
that is obtained by application of the automorphisms a, to the arguments of 
the integral representation 
obtained by restriction of the left regular Y-representation of LI nith respect 
to some Y-basis of o to G. The arithmetical equivalence test may be 
performed e.g. by the method of Zassenhaus 1967. 
1Ve discard all cosct representation 01, for which dXt is not arithmeticall> 
equivalent to A. Certain automorphisms, sal- ,Y, , FI? ,..., ~~8 , remain for which 
n-e find equations of the form 
with unimodular matrices I,, m-7 1, , 1, ,..., Ty,, , of degree rf. 
Sow we must test whether 1’; belongs to the integral matrix ring P(o). 
Discard all those I’,‘s for which I’, does not belong to P(o). There remain 
certain unimodular matrices, say 1.’ , 1*, ,..., J-,,, , for which I-, : P(y,) 
with yi in o for i -- I, 2 ,..., t”. 
It follows that the normalizer of G in 1 -(o) is generated hy .vJ , .v? ,..., s,, , 
3’ 1 ,...a Y/” 
i\n!; further knowledge of the subgroup structure of the finite factor 
group of Aut(G) over Inn(G) could be used to advantage to shorten the 
procedure. 
The previous Fricke-Klein method of obtaining generators for the unit 
group of an order o rests on an embedding of the Lie group L(o) into a 
SF’-matrix algebra and on working with Minkowski distances on that matrix 
algebra. We have seen already that it is feasible also to work with an invariant 
mctrization of the Lie group L(o). In the practical application of the method 
one will realize that there are computational rewards for a propitious choice 
of that metrization. 
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